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Communication landscape is changing…
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Source: Pew Research Center, Americans Are Wary of the Role Social Media Sites Play in Delivering the News, October 2, 2019.

“more and more 
Americans get their 

news from social 
media”



…with more information on smaller screens
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Source: Pew Research Center: Americans favor mobile devices over desktops and laptops for getting news, Nov. 19, 2019 and Mobile Fact Sheet, 2019.

“the share of 
Americans that own 
smartphones is now 
81% — up from just 

35% in 2011.”



U.S. government websites are no exception to this trend 
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Mobile access to 
government websites 
outpaced desktops for 

the 1st time in 2019 
— yet it was only 26% 
of traffic to GAO.gov 

last year

Note: 2018 data unavailable.

Source: Digital.gov 2016/2017 Mobile Analysis: Mobile Device Trends on Government Websites; post-2017 data from https://analytics.usa.gov/
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Regardless 
of platform or 

device, 
clarity is 
critical



So how do we ensure our facts get read?
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Fast Facts and #JustFacts!
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What is Fast Facts?
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Brief (650 character) 
online introductions 

with a visual

• Required for all publicly 
released products

• Not part of the audit 
product

• Designed with busy, 
mobile-readers in mind



What is Fast Facts?
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A better way to 
introduce readers 
to our work!



See for yourself!
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before

after
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2009-2010

YouTube
Twitter
Podcasts
GAO apps

2011-2012

flickr
Facebook
#AskGAOLive 
web chats
Google 
Analytics
Infographics

2013-2014

LinkedIn
WatchBlog
Interactive 
graphics

2015-2016

govdelivery
Fast Facts 
pilot

2017 onward

Big Bite 
Edition 
podcasts
Fast Facts 
expansion
Facebook live
#JustFacts

Fast Facts evolved from ongoing efforts



Why Fast Facts? For our readers!
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Reports with Fast Facts 
engaged readers

• Spent significantly 
more time on 
GAO.gov—especially 
on mobile devices

• Looked at more pages
• Downloaded more 

reports



Fast Facts immediately made GAO.gov more engaging…



…with the greatest gains among readers on mobile devices



Pre-Fast Facts (2015) vs Post-Fast Facts (2019)

Across devices, Fast Facts helped…

double the 
average time on 

page for reports & 
testimonies

and led to 10% more views of reports & testimonies



Quotes from Users

“Fast Facts are worth pursuing. It gave 
enough information to decide a way to go 
[with my research.]”– Washington Post 
Reporter 

Fast Facts is “tremendously helpful” 
and “increases the usefulness of 
products.” – Legislative Assistant 

Fast Facts has “useful information and the 
type of information that [elected 
officials] should know.” – Legislative 
Assistant 



Who online is trustworthy? #JustFacts



Freeing the Facts with #JustFacts

GAO’s 700-1,000 annual 
reports & testimonies are 
chock-a-block with facts

Daily #JustFacts tweets 
help free the facts!



Freeing the Facts with #JustFacts



Freeing the Facts with #JustFacts

“By sharing facts from GAO’s work…I’m 
hopeful that this initiative will help the 
public appreciate the knowledge GAO 
has developed in helping Congress 
oversee federal spending and 
performance”

~U.S. Comptroller General Gene Dodaro,
The Washington Post



Stats on #JustFacts

Our most engaging (118
retweets, likes, replies) and farthest 
reaching #JustFacts tweet appeared 
in 109,481 feeds

Yet average engagement on 
#JustFacts tweets is 3.2— lower 
than for our other tweets



Stats on #JustFacts

Could more and better use of visuals 
make these more engaging?

We’re starting a deep dive on 
the data to find out!



Questions?

Chuck Young
Managing Director

Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Government Accountability Office

younc1@gao.gov
www.GAO.gov


